America’s long-running internal Cold War is heating up and our way of life hangs in the balance. Free speech, personal liberty, and the minds and future of our children are what’s at stake. We can’t afford to sit on the sidelines and hope it doesn’t affect us.

The Left’s new ideology of Wokeness backed by their weapon of cancel culture aims at controlling our lives. But it’s just Socialism with a flashy new brand. Whatever they call it, most of us don’t want to live in the dystopia of George Orwell’s 1984.

The fight is for our communities, schools, families, jobs, and most importantly the survival of our constitutional republic.

We must launch a counterattack in this war of ideas before it turns into a war for real. Antifa & BLM got a pass for a year of riots and insurrection in 2020. Now the Left wants to criminalize conservatism by smearing all of us on the Right as White Supremacists and insurrectionists after an afternoon riot. Somehow dissent is only patriotic when they do it. WRONG and we need to respond to their attacks using all the tools the Constitution gave us. Interview with the author.

This vital book is a battle plan on the current state of the conflict and how to:

- Never cave to the Woke Mob — Speak Out and don’t let them censor you
- Get your kids out of their Leftist schools & build better ones
- Don’t patronize businesses that despise you
- Hold the BLM/Antifa insurrectionists accountable- One set of rules for all
- Get in the politics & culture game— Organize, Show Up & Vote!
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